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ABSTRACT 
Renewable generation affects power quality due to its nonlinearity, since solar generation plants and wind power generators 
must be connected to the grid through high-power static PWM converters. This paper presents active power filter implemented 
with a four-leg voltage-source inverter. The main features of this control scheme is  1) To control power converter to inject 
power generated from RES to the grid, and 2)To act as a shunt APF to compensate current unbalance, load current harmonics, 
load reactive power demand and load neutral current. The compensation performance of the proposed active power filter and 
the associated control scheme under steady state and transient operating conditions is demonstrated through simulation results. 
In this paper the topology of three phase four leg inverter is shown along with its controlled on the basis of hysteresis control 
and SRF theory for current reference generation  3) The results are presented for both wind & solar type renewable power 
generation systems. 
Keywords: - Distributed generation (DG), Power quality (PQ), Renewable energy Sources (RES), Shunt Active Power 
Filter (SAPF), Synchronous Reference Frame (SRF) Theory. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Access to quality, reliable and affordable energy is critical for promoting economic and social development in rural 
areas. Due to increased standard of living, growing population, rapid industrialization etc., the energy demand has 
increased and hence the gap between generation and demand are increasing considerably. Distributed Generation (DG) 
is the power generation from locally available sources; generally renewable energy sources. DG is on the rise since 
distributed energy systems with renewable sources have great potential in providing reliable power to the rural areas 
where grid extension is difficult and uneconomical. The increasing demand for electrical energy and the focus on 
environmental protection motivated the efforts to concentrate on developing renewable energy sources.  Distributed 
generation (DG) systems are presented as a suitable form to offer high reliable electrical power supply. The concept is 
particularly interesting when different kinds of energy resources are available, such as photovoltaic panels, fuel cells, or 
speed wind turbines. Renewable energy source (RES) integrated at distribution level is termed as distributed generation 
(DG). The utility is concerned due to the high penetration level of intermittent RES in distribution systems as it may 
pose a threat to network in terms of stability, voltage regulation and power-quality (PQ) issues. Therefore, the DG 
systems are required to comply with strict technical and regulatory frameworks to ensure safe, reliable and efficient 
operation of overall network. With the advancement in power electronics and digital control technology, the DG 
systems can now be actively controlled to enhance the system operation with improved PQ at PCC. However, the 
extensive use of power electronics based equipment and non-linear loads at PCC generate harmonic currents, which 
may deteriorate the quality of power [1], [2].Generally, current controlled voltage source inverters are used to interface 
the intermittent RES in distributed system. Recently, a few control strategies for grid connected inverters incorporating 
PQ solution have been proposed. In [3] an inverter operates as active inductor at a certain frequency to absorb the 
harmonic current. But the exact calculation of network inductance in real-time is difficult and may deteriorate the 
control performance. A similar approach in which a shunt active filter acts as active conductance to damp out the 
harmonics in distribution network is proposed in [4]. The non- linear load current harmonics may result in voltage 
harmonics and can create a serious PQ problem in the power system network. Active power filters (APF) are 
extensively used to compensate the load current harmonics and load unbalance at distribution level. This results in an 
additional hardware cost. However, in this paper authors have incorporated the features of APF in the, conventional 
inverter interfacing renewable with the grid, without any additional hardware cost. Here, the main idea is the maximum 
utilization of inverter rating which is most of the time underutilized due to intermittent nature of RES.  In this paper we 
propose that the existing PV inverter acts as Shunt Active Power Filter (SAPF) which is capable of simultaneously 
compensating problems like current unbalance, increase in current harmonics, neutral current and also injecting the 
energy generated by RES (Wind, Solar etc),and load reactive power demand support.  The existing System is taken 
Wind as input source and the inverter is controlled on the basis of hysteresis control and thus it can be utilized as a 
power converter injecting power generated from RES to the grid and as a shunt APF to compensate the Load 
disturbances. It extended by Solar is taken as input source and SRF theory is used for controlling inverter and generated 
reference currents.  
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2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig1.Schematic of proposed renewable based Distributed generation system 
 
In this paper, it is shown that using an adequate control strategy, with a four-leg four-wire grid interfacing inverter, it 
is possible to mitigate disturbances like voltage unbalance. The topology of the investigated grid interfacing inverter 
and its interconnection with the grid is presented in Fig. 1. It consists of RES connected to the DC- link of a four-leg 
four-wire voltage source inverter. The voltage source inverter is a key element of a DG system as it interfaces the 
renewable energy source to the grid and delivers the generated power. In this type of applications, the inverter operates 
as a current controlled voltage source. Fourth leg is used for neutral connection. The RES may be a DC source or an 
AC source with rectifier coupled to DC-link. In this paper wind and solar energy is used as a RES, the solar energy 
source generate power at a variable low dc voltage, while the variable speed wind turbines generate power at variable ac 
voltage. Thus, the power generated from these renewable sources needs to convert in dc before connecting on DC-link 
[5]-[7]. Wind farm generates a variable ac supply. This variable ac supply is converted into dc by connecting a rectifier 
at output side. The dc-capacitor decouples the RES from grid and also allows independent control of converters on 
either side of DC-link. 
A. DC-Link Voltage and Power Control Operation  
Due to the intermittent nature of RES, the generated power is of variable nature. The DC-link plays an important role 
in transferring this variable power from renewable energy source to the grid. RES are represented as current sources 
connected to the DC-link of a grid-interfacing inverter. Fig. (2) Shows the systematic representation of power transfer 
from the renewable energy resources to the grid via the DC-link. The current injected by renewable into DC-link at 
voltage level (Vdc) can be given as 
                                                         Idc1= Pres/ Vdc                                                        (1) 
 
                                                               Where PRES is the power generated from RES. 

 
 
                                                                    Fig.2.DC-Link equivalent diagram 
The current flow on the other side of dc-link can be represented as, 
                                                                Idc2 = Pinv / Vdc = PG+PLoss/Vdc                                 (2)  
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Where PG, Pinv, and Ploss are total power available at grid-interfacing inverter side, active power supplied to the grid 
and inverter losses, respectively. If inverter losses are negligible then PRES=PG. 
B. Voltage Source Converter (VSC) 
A Voltage Source Converter (VSC) is a power electronic device that is connected in shunt or parallel to the system 
which is used to generate a sinusoidal voltage with any required magnitude or frequency and phase angle. And it also 
converts the DC voltage across storage devices into a set of three phase AC output voltages and also it is capable of 
generating or absorbing reactive power when the output voltage of the VSC is greater than AC bus terminal voltages 
which is said to be in capacitive mode and it will compensate the reactive power through AC system and the type of 
power switch used is an IGBT in Anti-parallel with a diode and the three phase four leg VSI is modeled in Simulink by 
using IGBT. Due to the intermittent nature of RES the produced power is variable in nature and the DC-link plays an 
important role in moving this variable power from renewable energy source to the grid where as RES is represented as 
current sources connected to the DC-link of a grid-interfacing inverter. 
C. Control of Grid Interfacing Inverter 
The control diagram of grid- interfacing inverter for a 3- phase 4-wire system is shown in Fig.3 where the fourth leg of 
inverter is used to compensate the neutral current of load and the main aim of proposed approach is to regulate the 
power at PCC during: 
I. PRES = 0 
II. PRES < total sum of load power (PL) 
III. PRES > total sum of load power (PL) 
When implementing the power management operation the inverter is actively controlled in such a way that it always 
draws or supplies the fundamental active power from or to the grid when the load is connected to the PCC is non-linear 
or unbalanced or the combination of both then the given control approach also compensates the harmonics or 
unbalance and neutral current. 

 
Fig.3.The control diagram of grid- interfacing inverter for a 3- phase 4-wire system. 

The DC- link voltage Vdc is sensed at regular intervals and is compared with its reference counterpart Vdc*and the error 
signal is processed in a PI-controller where the output of the pi controller is denoted as Im where the reference current 
templates (Ia*,Ib*and Ic*) are resulted by multiplying this peak value Im by the three-unit sine vectors Ua , Ub, and Uc in 
phase with the three source voltages where these unit sine vectors are obtained from the three sensed line to neutral 
voltages. The reference grid neutral current In* is set to zero which is being the instantaneous sum of balanced grid 
currents and the multiplication of magnitude Im with phases Ua, Ub, and Uc results in the three phase reference supply 
currents Ia*,Ib*and Ic* and the grid synchronizing angle  is obtained from phase locked loop (PLL) which is used to 
Generate unity vector template as:  

Ua=sin (ϴ)                              (3) 
Ub=sin (ϴ - (2π )/3)                (4) 

Uc=sin (ϴ + (2π )/3)              (5) 
The actual DC-link voltage (Vdc) is being sensed and Passed through the first-order low pass filter (LPF) to eliminate 
the presence of switching ripples on the dc-link voltage and in the generated reference current signals the difference of 
this filtered dc-link voltage and the reference dc-link voltage (Vdc*) is given to a discrete PI regulator to maintain a 
constant dc-link voltage under varying generation and load conditions of the dc-link voltage error Vdcerr(n) at nth 
sampling instant is 

given as: Vdcerr(n) = Vdc(n)*- Vdc(n)                                                  (6) 
The output of discrete PI regulator at nth sampling instant is expressed as 

Im(n) =Im(n-1) +KPVdc(Vdcerr(n)–Vdcerr(n-1))+KIVdcVdcerr(n)       (7) 
Where the KPVdc =10 and KIVdc = 0.05 are proportional and integral gains of dc-voltage regulator. 
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The instantaneous values of reference three phase grid currents are computed as: 
 

Ia*=Im.Ua                         (8) 

Ib*=Im.Ub                              (9) 

Ic*=Im.Uc                      (10) 

If the neutral current if present any that may be due to the loads connected to the neutral conductor that should be 
compensated by forth leg of grid-interfacing inverter and thus should not be drawn from the grid that is in other words 
the reference current for the grid neutral current is considered as zero and can be expressed as: 

In*=0                             (11) 
The reference grid currents (Ia*, Ib* & Ic*) are compared with actual grid currents that are (Ia, Ib and Ic) supposed to be 
computed with the current errors as: 

Iaerr= Ia*- Ia                        (12) 
Iberr= Ib*- Ib                                    (13) 
Icerr= Ic*- Ic                      (14) 

Inerr= In*- In.                      (15) 

These current errors are given as input to the hysteresis current controller which then generates the switching pulses  
(P1 toP8) for the gate drives of grid-interfacing inverter. 
             The instantaneous values of reference three phase grid currents are computed as: 
 

Ia*=Im.Ua                                                   (8) 

Ib*=Im.Ub                                                      (9) 

Ic*=Im.Uc                                   (10) 

If the neutral current if present any that may be due to the loads connected to the neutral conductor that should be 
compensated by forth leg of grid-interfacing inverter and thus should not be drawn from the grid that is in other words 
the reference current for the grid neutral current is considered as zero and can be expressed as: 
                           

In*=0                                                                                      (11) 
The reference grid currents (Ia*, Ib* & Ic*) are compared with actual grid currents that are (Ia, Ib and Ic) supposed to be 
computed with the current errors as: 

Iaerr= Ia*- Ia                  (12) 
Iberr= Ib*- Ib                                  (13) 
Icerr= Ic*- Ic                        (14) 

Inerr= In*- In.                     (15) 

These current errors are given as input to the hysteresis current controller which then generates the switching pulses  
(P1 toP8) for the gate drives of grid-interfacing inverter. 

3.HYSTERESIS CURRENT CONTROL 
 

 
Fig.4. Waveform of the Hysteresis current controller 

The hysteresis current control (HCC) is the simplest control method available so-forth to implement the shunt APF 
with three phase current controlled VSI and is connected to the AC mains for compensating the current harmonics and 
the VSI gate control signals are brought out from hysteresis band current controller where a hysteresis current 
controller is implemented with the closed loop control system and waveforms which are shown in Fig. 4 here a error 
signal is used to control the switches in a voltage source inverter and the error is the only difference between the 
desired current and the current being injected by the inverter and when the error exceeds the upper limit of the 
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hysteresis band the upper switch of the inverter arm is turned off and the lower Switch is turned on as a result of which 
the current starts decaying. When the error crosses its defined lower limit of the hysteresis band then the lower switch 
of the inverter arm is turned off and the upper switch is turned on as a result of which the current gets back into the 
hysteresis band and the minimum and maximum values of the error signal are emin and emax respectively and the range 
of the error signal emax -emin directly controls the amount of ripple in the output current from the VSI. 

4.SYNCHRONOUS REFERENCE THEORY 
In the SRF, the load current signals are transformed into the conventional rotating frame d-q. If θ is the transformation 
angle, the transformation is defined by: 

 
                                                                 Where x denotes voltages or currents.  
In the SRF θ is a time varying angle that represents the angular position of the reference frame which is rotating at 
constant speed in synchronism with the three phase ac voltages. To implement the SRF method some kind of 
synchronizing system should be used. In phase-locked loop (PLL) is used for the implementation of this method. In this 
case the speed of the reference frame is practically constant, that is, the method behaves as if the reference frame’s 
moment of inertia is infinite. The fundamental currents of the d-q components are now dc values .The harmonics 
appear like ripple. Harmonic isolation of the d-q transformed signal is achieved by removing the dc offset. This is 
accomplished using high pass filters (HPF). In spite of a high pass filter, a low pass filter is used to obtain the reference 
source current in d-qcoordinates.Fig.5. Illustrates a configuration of the SRF method. 

 
                                              Fig.5. Basic Synchronous Reference Frame Configuration. 
There is no need to supply voltage waveform for a SRF based controller. However the phase position angle must be 
determined using voltage information. The SRF harmonic detection method can be reasonably summarized as a block 
diagram as shown in Fig.6 

 
Fig.6: SRF harmonic detection 

5.SIMULATED RESULTS 
An extensive simulation study is carried out using MATLAB/Simulink in order to verify the proposed control 
Approach. To achieve balanced sinusoidal grid currents at unity power factor (UPF) despite of highly unbalanced 
nonlinear load at PCC A 4-leg current controlled voltage source inverter is actively controlled under varying renewable 
generating conditions. A RES with variable output power is connected on the DC-link of grid-interfacing Inverter. An 
unbalanced 3-phase 4-wire nonlinear load, whose unbalance, harmonics, and reactive power need to be compensated, is 
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connected on PCC. The MATLAB/Simulation Diagram for 4-leg 4-wire Grid interfacing inverter shown below in 
Fig.7.The waveforms of grid voltages (Va,Vb,Vc), grid currents(Ia,Ib,Ic,In), Unbalanced load currents (I1a,I1b,I1c,I1n) and 
inverter currents (Iinva,Iinvb,Iinvc,Iinvn) are shown in Fig.8. 
 

 

 
 

Fig.7. MATLAB/SIMULATION Diagram for 4-leg, 4-wire Grid Interfacing inverter. 
 

 
(a) Grid voltages 

 
(b) Grid Currents. 

 
(c) Load currents. 

 
(d)  Inverter currents 

Fig. 8. Simulation results: (a) Grid voltages, (b) Grid Currents (c) Unbalanced load currents, (d) Inverter Currents. 
The corresponding active-reactive powers of grid (Pgrid,Qgrid) , load(Pload,Qload) and inverter(Pinv,Qinv)  are shown in Fig. 
9. Positive values of grid active-reactive powers and inverter active-reactive powers imply that these powers flow from 
grid side towards PCC and from inverter towards PCC, respectively. The active and reactive powers absorbed by the 
load are denoted by positive signs. The additional power is fed back to the grid denoted by negative signs as shown in 
Fig.9.  
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Fig. 9. Simulation results for WIND RES: (a) PQ-Grid, (b) PQ-Load, (c) PQ-Inverter, (d) DC-link voltage 
 

Initially, the grid-interfacing inverter is not connected to the network (i.e., the load power demand is totally supplied by 
the grid alone).Therefore, before time t=0.72s, the grid current profile in Fig. 8(b) is identical to the load current profile 
of Fig. 8(c). At t=0.72s, the grid-interfacing inverter is connected to the network. At this instant the inverter starts 
injecting the current in such a way that the profile of grid current starts changing from unbalanced non linear to 
balanced sinusoidal current as shown in Fig. 8(b). As the inverter also supplies the load neutral current demand, the 
grid neutral current (In) becomes zero after t=0.72 s. At t=0.72s, the inverter starts injecting active power generated 
from RES (PRES=Pinv). Since the generated power is more than the load power demand the additional power is fed back 
to the grid. The negative sign of PGrid , after time 0.72 s suggests that the grid is now receiving power from RES. 
Moreover, the grid-interfacing inverter also supplies the load reactive power demand locally. Thus, once the inverter is 
in operation the grid only supplies/receives fundamental active power. At t=0.82s, the active power from RES is 
increased to evaluate the performance of system under variable power generation from RES. This results in increased 
magnitude of inverter current. As the load power demand is considered as constant, this additional power generated 
from RES flows towards grid, which can be noticed from the increased magnitude of grid current as indicated by its 
profile. At t=0.92s, the power available from RES is reduced. The corresponding change in the inverter and grid 
currents can be seen from Fig. 8. The active and reactive power flows between the inverter, load and grid during 
increase and decrease of energy generation from RES can be noticed from Fig. 9. The DC-link voltage across the grid- 
interfacing inverter (Fig. 9(d)) during different operating condition is maintained at constant level in order to facilitate 
the active and reactive power flow.  
 

 
Fig. 10. Simulation results for SOLAR RES: (a) PQ-Grid, (b) PQ-Load, (c) PQ-Inverter, (d) DC-link voltage. 
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Thus from the simulation results, it is evident that the grid-interfacing inverter can be effectively used to compensate 
the load reactive power, current unbalance and current harmonics in addition to active power injection from RES. This 
enables the grid to supply/ receive sinusoidal and balanced power at UPF.  Fig.10. Shows the simulation results for 
SOLAR RES taken as Input source and the inverter is controlled on the SRF Theory for reference Current Generation. 
And it is applicable for varying loads. The THD analysis of source current without control and with control are shown 
in Fig.11 and Fig.12.It shows that without control THD=23.20% and with control THD=4.98%. 
 

         
        Fig. 11. THD without grid interfacing inverter                         Fig.12.THD with grid interfacing inverter control 

6.CONCLUSION 
This paper has proposed a novel control approach for grid interfacing inverter to improve the quality of power at point 
of common coupling for a 3 phase 4 wire distributed generation system. The synchronous reference frame theory is 
included in the existing control method to improve the performance when highly unbalanced loads including power 
electronics loads are connected to grid interconnected power system. The grid interfacing inverter with this proposed 
control can be utilized to inject active power generated from RES (Wind&Solar) and to operate as a shunt active power 
filter. This approach thus eliminates the need for additional power conditioning equipment in Grid interconnected RES 
system to improve the quality of power at point of common coupling. Extensive MATLAB/Simulink Simulation results 
have validated proposed approach. It is further demonstrated that the PQ enhancement can be achieved under three 
different scenarios: 1)PRES=0,  2) PRES<PLOAD, and 3) PRES>PLOAD. The current unbalance, Current harmonics and load 
reactive power, due to unbalanced and non-linear load connected to the PCC, are compensated effectively such that the 
grid side currents are always maintained as balanced and sinusoidal at unity power factor. Moreover, the load neutral 
current is prevented from flowing into the grid side by compensating it locally from the fourth leg of inverter. When the 
power generated from RES is more than the total load power demand, the grid-interfacing inverter with the proposed 
control approach not only fulfills the total load active and reactive power demand (with harmonic compensation) but 
also delivers the excess generated sinusoidal active power to the grid at unity power factor. 
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